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The goal of this lecture is to share the 

knowledge gained by working on the 

“sky” during Ace Combat 7’s 

development, and serve as hints for 

when you create environments and for 

spatial presentation.



Was an opportunity to re-examine the “sky” and “clouds”

In recent years, the degree of attention to the “sky” has 

been increasing.

→Frequent heavy rains and typhoons due to climate change on a global scale

→ Success of an anime movie with the “sky” as a theme

→Improvement in the realism of the “sky” due to advancements in rendering 

technologies



1.Self-introduction

2.Regarding Ace Combat 7

3.Regarding the actual “sky” and “clouds”

4.Regarding trueSKY

5.Regarding measures to make the clouds feel even 
more real

6.Summary

Outline of this Session



1.Self-Introduction



Masato Kanno

Bandai Namco Studios Technology Development Headquarters VA Main Office

Department VA３, Division VA5

Joined Namco in 1994

Participated as an artist in the early days of the Ace Combat series. Has mainly 

created environments like the terrain and sky、and is responsible for mechanical 

design and the planning of the world setting. Has done these as well as directing 

the entirety of the art and was in charge of configuring trueSKY in the newest 

game, Ace Combat 7: Skies Unknown.



ACE COMBAT：Creation of maps, mechanisms, emblems

ACE COMBAT 2： Creation of maps, mechanisms, and publicly available images

ACE COMBAT 3 Electrosphere: Creation of maps and publicly available images

ACE COMBAT 04 Shattered Skies: Map director, sky and mechanical designs, AC04web

ACE COMBAT 5 THE UNSUNG WAR: Map director, sky and mechanical designs, ACESweb

ACE COMBAT ZERO THE BELKAN WAR: Mechanical designs

ACE COMBAT X Skies of Deception: Map supervision director

ACE COMBAT 6 Fires of Liberation: Art director, creation of sky and publicly available images, 

ACESweb

ACE COMBAT ASSAULT HORIZON: Art director, worked on the sky

ACE COMBAT INFINITY: Mechanical Designs

ACE COMBAT 7 SKIES UNKNOWN: Art director, sky and mechanical designs, ACESweb



2.Regarding Ace Combat 7



https://youtu.be/5y-Sqv3-rjw

https://youtu.be/5y-Sqv3-rjw


A flight shooting game where the player becomes an ace pilot 

and can feel invigorated by flying freely in all directions 

through a graphic space created in pursuit of a realistic sky in 

their favorite plane, feel pleasant in using their situational 

awareness to select and shoot down enemies, and get a sense 

of accomplishment by beating assigned challenges. 



・UE4 Version：Fixed with 4.18

・Framerate：Flat panel version：average 60FPS

・Monitor resolution：Target Full HD for PS4,XboxOne, max of 4k 
for PC

・PSVR Compatibility：Full HD for two monitors, always 60FPS

・Combat field of about 100×100km

・Visual range of about 300×300km

・Max flight altitude approximately 15km

Regarding Ace Combat 7’s presentation of clouds with UE4xtrueSKY

https://youtu.be/bmSYkp2JAyg

Various Factors

https://youtu.be/bmSYkp2JAyg


Plan proposal in 2012

Game System World View Story Aircraft Maps

We want to make the sky new



Concept「A Playground of Clouds」

→For Ace Combat, a game where you fly through the sky, 

clouds are a fundamental theme

→Would allow for three-dimensional aerial battles where you 

cross in/outside and above/below volumetric clouds

→This would allow for intense dogfights that demand 

consideration of tactics and quick decisions



Concept Art（2012）



The player must consider the effects of air 
currents or lightning caused by the 
airspace occupied by clouds while fighting 
enemies

For this reason, the player will feel that 
they are fighting both the enemy and 
natural phenomenon and enjoy are more 
realistic, rich ace pilot experience

→A drastic improvement in existing rendering standards is 
needed



A renewal in rendering 
methods

Existing method
・Billboard particle clouds
・Celestial spheres with vertex 
colors

Pros: Sky color and cloud shape can be 
set easily (Skilled workers required）

Cons: Composite of flat surfaces, so is  
not a “three-dimensional cloud”



A renewal in rendering methods

Renewed proposal
・Volumetric clouds using voxels
・A sky created through simulation of 
atmospheric diffusion

Pros: It is a “cloud” no matter where it is viewed 
from

Cons: High computational load, degree of 
freedom is low since it’s a simulation

→Decided to bring in trueSKY



2015: Real work began

Visualization movie using UE4 and trueSKY was created

「Dogfights using clouds」

→”Clouds” that affect combat itself and not only for looks

→Dodge and chase clouds, or pursue enemies hiding in the 
clouds

→Began detailed specifications



Early Game Mechanics Proposal

・Enter clouds to evade enemy tracking

・Shake off enemy missiles by entering 
clouds

・Visibility gets worse when entering 
clouds

・Easier to lose enemies on radar

→Will that actually happen?



JASDF Komatsu Base Information Collection（June 
2015）

Over the course of 2 days, the dev team talked to real pilots 
and air traffic controllers to collect information

They shared their wide range of knowledge to the dev team 
after seeing proposals and concept footage



“Clouds” according to pilots

→When desiring safe flight, they never get close to 

cumulonimbus clouds

→If there are clouds, infrared guided missile tracking 

becomes difficult

→However radar guided missiles use electromagnetic 

waves, so they don’t lose lock



“Clouds” in Ace Combat 7

→Makes both「Reality」and「Fundamental game mechanics」

possible

・The aircraft will wobble or ice up when entering clouds

・Enemy aircraft won’t disappear from radar even if they enter clouds

・Standard missile tracking ability will go down when entering clouds

・Special weapons like radar guided missiles will not be affected if they 

enter clouds

・Directed energy weapons like lasers will attenuate when in clouds



Able to substantiate our imaginations, and lead to the 
strengthening of concepts



３. Regarding the actual “sky” 
and “clouds”



Since the sky and clouds are one part of our daily 
experience, we instinctively know how they look like

We also know that it contributes to lighting, and is an 
important element that affects the perception of the 
entire scene

But what are the sky and clouds in the first place？



• There are several rules in real life for the shape of clouds

→The amount of water vapor in the air, thermodynamics due to 
sunlight, the shape of the surrounding terrain…

→Other things like cloud variety, classification…

There was more information the more we searched, and is
interesting

Only explaining the physical and chemical 
characteristics of the sky and clouds today

◎Helpful to know when using trueSKY



• What is the sky?

→What you can see when you look up from the ground

→Is colored by sunlight hitting molecules in the atmosphere or 
particulates smaller than the wavelength of light, and scattering. This is 
Rayleigh Scattering

→Mie Scattering is when particles larger than the wavelength of light 
cause scattering

→Even in the same location, the sky looks different due to the time or 
weather



• What are clouds?

→Water droplets or beads of ice 
that accumulate and float in the 
atmosphere

→The things making up clouds 
are called cloud condensation 
nuclei

→Has radii from 0.001mm -
0.01mm



• What are cloud condensation 
nuclei (CCN)?

→Falls 1cm per second

→However, there are updrafts 
everywhere above Earth, so they 
are in a floating state

→If cloud condensation nuclei 
gather together, they become 
raindrops, get heavy, and fall



• What is rain and snow?

→CCN or snow crystals that 
repeatedly rise and fall due to 
air currents, collide, become 
larger drops and fall

→If they rise and fall even more, 
they become large ice beads and 
become lightning due to static 
electricity generated from 
collisions between beads



• Why do clouds look white?

→Due to CCN reflecting/diffusing 
sunlight

→In other words, Mie Scattering

・Dark clouds
→As a result of sunlight being 
scattered/absorbed multiple times 
due to dense CCN, the light weakens 
(transmission scattering)



• What are cirrus clouds?

→Lightly shaded clouds at very
high altitude

→Very thin and does not obstruct 
much light to the cloud base

→Occurs where there are weak 
updrafts



• What are cloud bases?

→Clouds are created when rising air 
reaches the dew point (temperature 
at which clouds form)

→The temperature of the atmo-
sphere is stratified based on altitude, 
so air at the dew point are at the 
same height

→For this reason, the height at 
which clouds are formed and the 
height of the bottom of the cloud 
will be the same



• What are cloud tops?

→Height of cloud tops are 
determined by updrafts

→Becomes higher in places 
with strong updrafts, lower in 
places with weak updrafts

→For this reason, the tops 
become bumpy



• What are anvil clouds?

→A developed cumulonimbus cloud 
that hit the edge of the troposphere 
and expanded sideways since it can’t 
go further upwards

→The temperature of the 
atmosphere decreases with altitude, 
but about 15km altitude marks the 
boundary of the stratosphere and 
the temperature rises. Clouds
cannot form above this



By knowing the characteristics 
of clouds, it allows us to decide 
what kind of impression we 
want to give a scene



4.Regarding trueSKY



• A real-time weather creation 
system made by British company 
Simul Software

• Procedural volume clouds made by 
combining 3D noise

• Rendering based on ray marching 
method

• Sky based in atmospheric diffusion 
simulation

• Sequence based time transitions

• Parameter controls with keyframes



• Cloud shapes are not physically 
accurate

• However, the lighting is relatively 
accurate, and can recreate the 
physical characteristics of “actual 
clouds” discussed earlier

• Different from UE4’s deferred
rendering, so artifacts can form 
easily

• Quite a bit of peculiarities on how to 
use it, so there were times where it 
did not behave according to the 
manual

※Recently, updates to the manual on Simul’s official site has begun!



trueSKY’s rendering passes



Even then, trueSKY’s dynamic ability to describe
things was very appealing

Today, I’ll be explaining the things we focused on 
and modded [in the engine] in Ace Combat 7



◆SKY

The atmosphere can define the time and 
location

An important element that decides the mood 
of the scene



◆SKY Haze/Fog/Mist/Dust

Set up the sky by controlling Mie scattering

Generally change the amount of dust in the 
atmosphere with only Haze/Fog and not 
touch Visibility

Haze base、Haze scale：so-called “height 
fog”

Mie Coefficients：Gives coefficients to the 
Mie scattering and adds color to the 
atmosphere. Hard to be consistent, so 
when adjusting, RGB proportions are 
maintained



Haze/fog：1

Haze base：0.0

Haze scale：0.3

Mie Coefficients：6.08 8.14 11.6



Haze/fog：1

Haze base：0.0

Haze scale：0.3

Mie Coefficients：60.8 81.4 11.6

Haze/fog：20

Haze base：0.0

Haze scale：2

Mie Coefficients：60.8 81.4 116.0



Haze/fog：40

Haze base：0.0

Haze scale：2

Mie Coefficients：6.08 8.14 11.6



“Singapore Haze”

Haze that occurs in 
summer

Due to burning of fields 
in neighboring countries

ACE COMBAT 7  Mission 4



https://youtu.be/0I0cLrmerJA

https://youtu.be/0I0cLrmerJA


◆Sequence Key

Multiple keys are interpolated linearly

Movement of clouds due to wind is an important juncture

Controls the atmospheric diffusion effects of sunrise



https://youtu.be/Dq3myWZ22TU

https://youtu.be/Dq3myWZ22TU


◆3D Clouds

Clouds can present the weather with 
their shape and distribution

Also used in level design in ACE7



◆3Dcloud Main: Basic Settings

Decides amount of clouds and height 

of cloud base

Specification of cloud size is really 

important, which is based on 

resolution of voxels (determined by 

Grid Size), Layer Height（height of 

top/bottom ends of clouds), and 

Volume Width（width of cloud 

depth)

→Determined by how big of a cloud 
(place with strong updrafts) we want



https://youtu.be/uuuQTCTuaQQ

https://youtu.be/uuuQTCTuaQQ


Just like the atmosphere, clouds have an effect 
on the ambient light















The look of the sky can be determined even if you only look at the 
ground



◆3Dcloud Shape: Shape Settings

Controls the balance of the cloud’s 

upper and lower portions

Increasing Upper Density results 

in a complicated maze-like cloud

Decide how orderly the clouds are

with Persistence.



https://youtu.be/2UIFTx8MTiA

https://youtu.be/2UIFTx8MTiA


For cumulus clouds, or so-called fluffy clouds, Diffusivity is very 

significant



https://youtu.be/6WK-HIyn_HY

https://youtu.be/6WK-HIyn_HY


◆3Dcloud Lighting: Shading Settings

Think of Direct Light as light that has 
penetrated the clouds

Easy to misunderstand, but Indirect 
Light is the brightness of the cloud itself
(since clouds get brighter with 
scattering just like Mie scattering）

Extinction and Godrays have a
dependence on each other, and if the 
Extinction isn’t strong enough, the 
Godrays won’t work



https://youtu.be/G2108pCwsm0

https://youtu.be/G2108pCwsm0


◆3Dcloud Edge Noise: Contour Settings

★Amplitude was the most important item in 
ACE7

→Because if it was a faint contour, it would
intuitively feel chilly

Demands settings that have solid edges and 
control of artifacts

For this reason, we prioritized adding this 
feature

→Added an Amplitude Scale function, which 
controlled noise distortions which varied with 
one’s line of sight



https://youtu.be/0Uf9OWWNpCw

https://youtu.be/0Uf9OWWNpCw


◆Arrangement of clouds

→Added Cloud Placement Texture feature

→After an artist performed a rough 
procedural cloud placement, the level 
designer would improve it by painting 
the Bitmap with a paint tool

Red：Increases clouds

Green0：Decreases clouds

Black：Leave cloud allocation due to 3D 
noise as-is



https://youtu.be/IKJnG-w7UPc

https://youtu.be/IKJnG-w7UPc


◆Evolution of clouds due to time

Call out the cloud keys that were set 
based on the time with the level editor. 
Controlled using blueprints



15:00 15:20 15:30

17:00（RTB）Cloud keys set depending on the time



◆[GPU] Load Countermeasures

Quite the GPU penalty as-is

Initial development took up 60% of entire GPU’s resources

Load reduction with only using a Downscale Factor (lowering 

resolution) was not enough

→With the help of the engineering group, it was decided to mod 

the system independently（around 2017）

・Addition of a rapid rendering mode different than the trueSKY 

standard

・Addition of load reduction measure features such as LOD

・Improvement in looks, handling of various artifacts

・PSVR compatibility



◆Load Countermeasures

Omitted items that put a large 

load on the memory or GPU 

from the standard features

・2D clouds

・Rain columns

・Particles (Rain, snow)

・Lightning

→Alternate features created 

using the blueprint



◆PSVR Compatibility
→60FPS required, so used a rendering method different to the 
campaign mode
→PS4 version: Medium to high resolution, and downscaled 
areas around the field of view

PS4 PS4pro



◆Artifacts
Sorting problems with smoke and other 
VFX
→Dealt by applying a Translucency 
Modifier on all semi-transparent objects 
including VFX

Obtained the concentration of trueSKY’s 
clouds from every pixel, and make it 
look like it’s inside the clouds by 
modifying the Opacity

Calculated the atmospheric diffusion 
corresponding to the pixel’s position and 
modified the Base Color



◆Artifacts
・Problems with the voxel grid looking 
like a lattice (waffles）and looking 
stratified (mille-feuille)

Solved with addition of SV sampling 
features
→When visualizing voxels, it slices the 
scenery so that it is oriented directly at 
the line of sight



https://youtu.be/2GjVseWVOb4

https://youtu.be/2GjVseWVOb4


Other improvements, including those regarding 
atmospheric diffusion where achieved with the 
help of the engineers

→Result
The look improved
The total GPU load from the clouds was held to 

around 30-40 percent



５．Regarding measures to make 
the clouds feel even more real



◆Enhancement measures that accompanied the 
improvements in the rendering of clouds
Air currents、lighting、rain、post-processing、camera control、controller 
vibrations、sounds…

・The canopy that is affected when plunging into 
clouds
・The airframe that gets wet when plunging into 
clouds



◆The canopy that is affected when 
plunging into clouds

・Use the collision with the cloud as a flag to 
generate water droplets on the canopy

→Water droplets run along the surface of the 
canopy and disappear

→Freezes up if you stay in the clouds for a long 
time

Compared to clouds that don’t have this and 
have weak effects, these contribute to a sense of 
realness



Fighter canopy

Mesh for reflections and 
weather expression are 
stacked on top of each other 
and offset by the thickness 
of the glass



◆ The airframe that gets wet when plunging into clouds

・Use the clouds or bottom of rain clouds as a flag and access the 
fighter jet’s roughness texture
→The glossiness increases due to it getting wet from CCN, and after 
exiting the clouds, would return to normal a short time later



https://youtu.be/t2bTbUx0f9k

https://youtu.be/t2bTbUx0f9k


6.Summary



By reflecting on the subject of “clouds” again, we 
were able to realize what kind of experiences 
and features are necessary in out game

The visualization capability of UE4 and trueSKY 
aided us greatly
→If there are visuals, people want to talk about 
things



Modding middleware was a high-calorie task
→Grateful to Simul who made it, and BNS who 
helped with development, as well as partner 
company engineer groups!

trueSKY is used in other titles, but each 
company mods it independently
→There is a need for artists and engineers  talk 
about and decide on the necessary presentation 
of your own projects



Responses from players were great, and the 
game received huge attention from pilots and 
weather forecasters “who know the real thing”

Additionally, the VR mode showed off a 
performance that exhibited the potential of “3D 
clouds” to the absolute maximum

We were able to create new standards for the 
presentation of clouds



Even if it’s not a game about flying, the sky 
and clouds are very important in the creation 
of a scene’s lighting and mood

Please feel free to actually experience trueSKY 
and or play ACE7 so that you can expand your 
impressions of the game



Thank you for your attention
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